Panamorph™ Anamorphic Lens Kit for Epson

View movies without any annoying black "letterbox" bars at the top and bottom of the screen with the Panamorph™ Anamorphic Lens Kit offered by Epson and manufactured by Panamorph. Enjoy your favorite blockbuster hits in full screen size without distortion — just as the film directors intended. Fully motorized and remote-controlled, this precision anamorphic lens converts 16:9 projected images to a full 2.35:1 widescreen aspect ratio.

The kit installs in front of an Epson projector and includes a connection plate that fits perfectly with the Epson PowerLite® Pro Cinema 810, Pro Cinema 1080 and Home Cinema 1080 models.

- Converts 16:9 projected images to a cinema style 2.35:1 aspect ratio eliminating black bars
- Exceptional image quality using a patented, five element, all glass, fully multicoated, optical design corrected for chromatic aberration and astigmatism
- Easily view multiple movie formats with the ultra smooth, accurate lens positioning IR remote control

Video processor required. Epson recommends using an HQV processor in conjunction with this anamorphic lens to optimize image quality (sold separately).
**Panamorph™ Anamorphic Lens Kit for Epson**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

**LENS**
- Black aluminum, molded plastic casing with included black aluminum bracket
- Total weight with bracket — approximately 8.5 lb (3.8 kg)
- Dimensions without bracket — approximately 5.4" x 7.6" x 5" (W x D x H)
- Large entrance aperture — 3.1" x 3.1" (4.3" diagonal)
- Patented high performance optical design

**MOTORIZED MOUNT**
- Stepper motor with optimized motor control system
- Ultra smooth acceleration and deceleration ramps
- Two selectable operation speeds
- Repeatable accuracy within 0.005"
- Adjustment mechanism for fine tuning the lens
- Optical safety limit switches
- Ultra-low current — 500 mA (standard operation mode)
- Internal error detection and limit switch monitoring
- LED status indicators
- IR remote control
- Extra 3-foot, external, remote IR sensor
- 12 V input trigger for direct control of the projector or scalar
- 12 V external output trigger for interfacing with screens/intermittent systems
- Configurable LENS IN function — for the left- or right-hand side, works at the touch of a button
- Slow speed position recovery feature for power failures or lens track obstructions
- Easy to own — no maintenance or lubrication required
- Stress-tested design made to withstand over 500,000 trips
- UL, CE certified and ROHS compliant

**MOUNTING PLATE**
- Includes connection plate to attach lens to an Epson PowerLite Pro Cinema 810, Pro Cinema 1080, or Home Cinema 1080 for ceiling installation.

**PACKAGING DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT (W X D X H)**
- Dimensions — 23.25" x 21" x 9"
- Weight without projector — 23 lbs

**PRODUCT POINT OF VIEW**
- Product code — ELPALK
- UPC code — 0-10343-06556-2

**WARRANTY**
- 2-year manufacturer’s warranty from Panamorph

Manufactured by Panamorph
7645 N. Union Boulevard, Suite 312
Colorado Springs, CO 80920

Distributed by Epson America, Inc.
3840 Kinney Airport Way, Long Beach, CA 90806
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